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ABSTRACT
The Eval Tool is a usability evaluation environment which
can be used to evaluate users an their behaviour while they
interact with their pervasive computing environment via a
mobile phone interface. The tool supports audio-visual record-
ings of several users and automatically annotates and syn-
chronizes them with context data emerging from the per-
vasive environment. The annotation of video material with
contextual information is important for the analysis of user
studies and the detection of usability issues. The EVAL Tool
consists of a recorder and a analyzer component. Using the
recorder component the capturing of the videos and the log-
ging of the context can be controlled whereas the analyzer
components helps to interpret the user study.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces—Evaluation/methodology, Interaction styles, In-
put devices and strategies, User-centered design

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors

Keywords
evaluation tool, user study, usability, context

1. INTRODUCTION
To develop a mobile phone’s application several user stud-

ies based on different prototypes are required to finally meet
the user’s goals. Conducting such a user study is very time-
consuming because videos of the users and their environ-
ment have to be captured and interpreted. Thus, a tool
would be desirable which supports the following aspects:
the audio-visual recording of various users and their envi-
ronment, the automatic recording of context data and log-
ging of user interactions and the analysis of the captured
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data. There have been done less work in the development
of evaluations tools. An example for a desktop evaluation
tool is DRUM [3]. This tool supports video-assisted usabil-
ity evaluation. As our evaluation tool DRUM also supports
the recording and analysis of videos of a user study. Similar
projects as DRUM are UsAGE [4] and KALDI [1] which also
support the user studies of desktop applications. The lack
of evaluation tools especially the lack of tools to evaluate
the mobile phone’s applications motivated us to develop the
EVAL Tool which helps to record and interpret automati-
cally annotated videos. In the following we introduce this
tool and its components.

2. EVAL TOOL
The EVAL Tool is a testbed supporting the evaluation

of pervasive applications. The tool consists of two compo-
nents. One component is the EVAL Recorder which sup-
ports the capturing of audio-visual user data and the log-
ging of the user’s interactions with the mobile phone as well
as the context emerging in the pervasive environment. The
other component is the EVAL Analyzer which supports an
interpretation of the captured data.

2.1 EVAL Recorder
The EVAL Recorder can be used to capture users while

they are interacting with his pervasive computing environ-
ment via a mobile phone. Figure 1 shows the EVAL Recorder’s
graphical user interface. The tool displays the recorded pic-
tures of two ordinary web cams. To get a comprehensive pic-
ture of what is going on while the user is interacting in a per-
vasive environment, audio-visual recordings are augmented
by context data which might be provided by various kinds
of sensor, such as a temperature sensor or a GPS sensor.
In addition, the EVAL Recorder logs the user’s interactions
with the GUI of the mobile phone or interactions with the
environment, for example, when the user touches an RFID
tagged object with the mobile phone. Currently, we log the
user’s mobile phone input such as the input of commands or
text. Moreover, RFID-based and speech-based interactions
can also be stored as well as the input of connected input
devices such as the Wii. In addition connected sensors such
as a temperature sensor or a light sensor can also be logged.
In the next version it is planned to detect and log the users’
location as well as their activity.

To prevent the logging of irrelevant context, the EVAL
Recorder supports the selection of the favored components
from a list of all connected users and devices. Another fea-
ture of the EVAL Recorder is the display of the incoming
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context from the selected user and the favored components.
Moreover, during the whole evaluation process the human
evaluator can use the tool to input comments. By connecting
more than one EVAL Recorder to the main server, several
users can be evaluated. Thus, our testbed even supports the
evaluations of multi-user applications for example whenever
social context of the different users is an object of the inves-
tigation.

Figure 1: The EVAL Recorder

2.2 EVAL Analyzer
After having performed a user study with the EVAL Recorder

component, the EVAL Analyzer can be used to interpret the
captured data. The Analyser is an extended version of the
annotation tool ANVIL [2]. Figure 2 shows the graphical
user interface of the EVAL Analyzer. In our example the
EVAL Analyzer displays the recorded videos and the cor-
responding mobile phone’s screen. Thus, the evaluator can
see which mobile phone screen was displayed at a certain
point in time of the interaction. The track panel is created
by means of the scheme generated by the EVAL Recorder.
In our example, there is a track for the user’s interaction
and a track for the displayed mobile phone’s screen. Within
the tracks the corresponding context is displayed. To fill
the tracks the stored XML-file from the EVAL Recorder is
used. This XML-file contains information about the logged
context and its time stamps. Using this information, the
evaluator does not need to add this annotation by hand any-
more. Instead of, the EVAL Analyzer shows these events
which are even the user’s interaction with the mobile phone
or context within the pervasive environment. The EVAL
Analyzer supports the scrolling through the whole captured
videos or the switching between different time stamps to ob-
serve the user’s behavior in a certain context. The evaluator
can simply use the tool to interpret the data and to detect
potential usability issues. In addition, the EVAL Analyzer
enables the addition of further annotations. For example,
we may annotate the user’s head movements to find out in
which situations the user’s attention is distracted from the
task. Finally, the stored XML-files of the logged context
and the manual annotations can also be used for a statisti-
cal analysis, for example, to find out which commands lead
to user irritation in which context.

Figure 2: The EVAL Analyzer

3. CONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced our evaluation tool for user

studies of pervasive applications containing mobile inter-
faces. The tool called EVAL Tool consists of a recorder and
an analyzer component. The recorder supports the record-
ing of two videos and the logging of emerging context in the
environment. The analyzer component uses the stored data
to automatically annotate the videos by means of the logged
context.
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